Delivering Improved Patient Healthcare Outcomes
The healthcare industry is in a state of flux.
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Enabling effective patient engagement
through digital integration
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By adopting digital, healthcare companies can ensure better
cost of care (especially for patients with expensive treatment
requirements), improve patient health outcomes, and
understand population healthcare needs more effectively. They
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can also facilitate the development of an integrated ecosystem
in which digital interaction is enhanced and a transition from
risk to pay for outcome is possible.
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How Infosys can help
Accelerate your innovation agenda,

market strength, and improve quality of

and accessible with Infosys

achieve strategic goals of increasing

care while making healthcare affordable

healthcare solutions.

Healthcare solutions
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Payer risk
management

Consumer
engagement
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• Exchange enablement

• Digital marketing

• Accountable care

• Omnichannel

• iTransform™ for ICD-10

• Health plan portals

• EHR / meaningful use

• CRM

• PCMH and duals

• Prediabetic
management
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Insights-driven
ecosystem

Optimized and
4 efficient
operations

• Provider performance
cost optimization
• Improved patient care
• Policy administration
member retention
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• Managed services

Connected care

• Care coordination and
transition

• Legacy modernization

• Member wellness

• Agile development

• Patient engagement

• Quality assurance CoE

• Population health
management

• HC business metrics
• Security and privacy

• Collaborated care

• Health monitor

Innovative services and tools for better healthcare delivery
Consulting, strategy, and systems integration

Facets CoE

BPM automation and business operations

Engineering services

Enterprise architecture and security
Application development
and maintenance

Digital integration services

SOA and integration

Cloud and infrastructure

QA and independent validation

Enterprise mobility

• AssistEdge
• SocialEdge

• Edge Platforms
• Infosys Information
Platform

• Infosys labs
• Co-innovate
• Tools and accelerators

Value proposition

Centers of Excellence

Healthcare reform I Healthcare information systems I Healthcare interface factory I Healthcare standardsI| HIPAA I Cloud I Mobility
Social media I Analytics I Content management I Enterprise resource planning I Project management

Partners

IBM I Connecture I Benaissance I QualMetrix I Pegasystems I Kony I TriZetto I OpenConnect I FireHost I HP I TIBCO I SAS I Microsoft
ServiceNow I SAP I Oracle I Informatica

How we enable clients to deliver consumer-centric care
Avivia Health from Kaiser
Permanente
Developed a next-gen
wellness product targeting
digital-enabled consumers

Molina Healthcare Inc.
Accelerated time-to-market
of government-sponsored
health plan for Puerto Rico

CareFirst Blue Cross
Blue Shield
Managed services to
optimize IT operations

JFK Health System

Prime Therapeutics LLC

Aetna

ICD-10 financial
neutrality analytics

Testing COE to optimize QA

Strategic IT partner
in multiple business
areas

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com
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